Dear Chris

**CIL – Examiner Documents RBKUT/CIL/001**

I write setting out Kingston’s response to the questions raised by Mr Kemmann-Lane, the examiner for the submitted Draft Charging Schedule, in document ED/1, dated 17 July 2015.

1. **Appendix A Kingston Residential Charging Zones Map**

   The Charging Zones Map is prepared using an Ordnance Survey base. We have updated this to show National Grid lines and reference numbers. References to “Market Areas” have been deleted from the map which now just shows the four charging zones.

   Reference is made by Mr Kemmann-Lane to the resolution of the map; we have now published a link to our online CIL map which is published within the Map Gallery of our internet site. This allows users to search by address on a high resolution electronic plan. We have included a link to this plan in the charging schedule and for reference copy this below (it should be noted that this still refers to market areas and is currently being updated by our GIS team to reflect the comments in the paragraph above):


2. **The Table of Rates**

   We have amended the heading in the rates table to read “Kingston Town Centre – Primary Shopping Centre, including Extension to Primary Shopping Centre”. We have also amended the title and map description in Appendix B to be consistent.

3. **Introduction to the Charging Schedule.**

   We have amended the Introduction to the charging schedule to read as suggested by Mr Kemmann-Lane. The missing dates will be completed when these are known.
I can confirm that both the examiners questions and this response will be published on the examination web pages. A copy of the revised submission Charging Schedule is attached.

Yours sincerely,

Jamie Fox
Lead Officer, Investment and Regeneration

If this letter is not clear, please post it to: FREEPOST RBK BETTER LETTERS or ring 020 8547 5000.